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Abstract 
  

The goal of the paper is to present the overview of methodology of using credit 

scoring analysis with software Weka. German credit dataset was used in order to 

develop a decision tree with J.48 algorithm. We present characteristics of the 

dataset and the main results with the focus to the interpretation of Weka output. 

Paper could be useful for the users of Weka that aim to use it for credit scoring 

analysis.  
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Introduction  
The paper presents one usage of Weka software for credit scoring, using data mining 

approach to uncover hidden trends and to make accuracy based predictions. In 

order to fulfil the goal, we use hypothetical German credit data set available on UCI 

Machine Learning Repository which contains sample of 1000 debtors classified as 

„good“ or „bad“ (UCI Machine Learning Repository, German data set). One of the 

most popular data mining techniques, decision tree algorithm J.48, is applied to 

build prediction models.  

 This paper consists of four sections including Introduction part as the first one. The 

second section presents the research methodology including data description and 

methodology used. The third section provides given results. Finally, the last section 

concludes the paper, including the limitations of the study and future implications.  

 

Methodology  
In the second section of the paper we describe data which we have used and how 

we have analysed it. Therefore, we present data set regarding German credit data 

and decision tree, one of the data mining methods which are usually used for 

classification problems.   

 

Data 

In this study we have used German credit data set. There are information about 1000 

debtors which are described with 20 variables (7 numeric and 13 nominal) and 

which are classify as “good” or “bad”. Data set is available at UCI Machine Learning 

Repository. We have analysed five attributes of model regarding German data seta, 

and we have explained each attribute with the last one, class attribute (Table 1). 
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 Two variables will be analysed for the demonstration purposes (Figure 1 and Figure 

2). Minimal amount of approved credit was 250,00 DM and maximum amount was 

18.424,00 DM. Results showed that the highest number of bank clients borrowed 

smaller amount of credit. Approximately 20% of clients (198) borrowed between 

250,00 and 1.259,00 DM, and only 25% were classify as „bad“ debtors.  The highest 

amount of credit borrowed the smaller number of clients. Only four bank clients 

borrowed between 15.395,00 and 16.404,00 DM and three of them are classify as 

„good“ debtors. 

 

Table 1 

List of variables 
Name of Variable Type of Variable Description 

Checking status Nominal A11: … < 0 DM; A12: 0 < … < 200 DM 

A13: … >= … 200 DM; A14: no account 

Credit amount Numeric Min=250; Max=18424; Mean=3271.258; 

St.Dev.=2822.737 

Employment Nominal A71: unemployed; A72: … < 1 year 

A73: … <= … 4 year; A74: 4 <= … 7 year 

A75: … >= 7 year 

Existing credit Numeric Min=1; Max=4; Mean=1.407; St.Dev.=0.578 

Class Nominal 1=”good”=700; 2=”bad”=300 

Source: Authors’ survey 

  

Figure 1 

Evaluation of clients' credit rating for returning credit regarding credit amount 

 
Source: Authors’ survey, Weka 

 

 Bank clients are classified into five categories regarding employment: 

unemployed, employment less than one year, employees between one and four 

years, employees between four and seven years and employees more than seven 

years.  
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 Results showed that clients with longer employ period are classifying as good 

„debtors“(Figure 2). The lowest numbers of clients are unemployed (62) and most of 

them are classifying as „good“ debtors. The highest number of clients works more 

than seven years (253), and more than 60% of them are classify as „good“ debtors. 

 

Figure 2 

Evaluation of clients' credit rating for returning credit regarding employment 

 
Source: Authors’ work, Weka 

 

Decision tree 
Decision trees present one of the several classification methods. The main goal of 

the decision trees method is to group variables into one or more categories 

according to the target attributed (Yap et al., 2011; Chuang, Chia, Wong, 2013). 

Following prerequisites are needed to use decision trees method: (i) previously 

defined final number of categories for each variable, (ii) each data should be part 

of only one category, (iii) large data set in order to have at least ten observations for 

each group. Decision trees method offers many different algorithms. Therefore, it is 

important to select appropriate algorithm for analysis. 

 There are several benefits of decision trees method: simple usage and 

implementation, efficient and objective analysis, easy to understand and interpret 

obtained results, usage of qualitative and quantitative data (Patel, Sarvakar, 2014; 

Olson, Chae, 2012). However, one of possible obstacle is high variance in decision 

tree analysis. 

 

Results 
Table 2 presents compendious classification model of decision tree analysis where 

J48 algorithm has been used. Obtained results are shown textually (Table 2) and 

graphically (Figure 3). 

Following attributes are used in decision tree analysis: Checking status, Credit 

amount, Employment, Existing credits and Class. Obtained results have shown that 

checking status is class attribute, size of tree is 20 and number of leaves is 13. 

Each attribute have different values. For example, attribute Checking status have 

four possible values: '< 0' (negative current account balance), '0<=x=<200' (current 
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account balance up to 200 DM), '>=200' (current account balance higher than 200 

DM) 'no checking status' (clients who do not have current account).  

 

Table 2 

Decision tree analysis for good and bad debtors 

  

Source: Authors’ work, Weka 

 

Figure 3 presents one part of the whole decision tree where attribute Checking 

status branched on attribute Employment, regarding those clients who have 

negative current account balance, with five different possibilities: 'Unemployed', 

'=<1' (employed less than a year), '1<=X<4' (employed exactly one year or more than 

one year but until four years), '4<=<7' (employed exactly four years or more than four 

years but until seven years), '>=7' (employed more than seven years).  

 

Figure 3  

Example of allocation of class value “Good” or “Bad” for attribute Employment 
 

 
Source: Authors’ work, Weka 
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After second, third and fourth modality there is decision about client (good or bad 

debtor) without data about credit amount. For example, “good (92.0/44.0)” mean 

that there are correctly classified 92 clients, who have negative current account 

balance and are employed, as good debtors. Other 44 clients are good debtors 

who are inaccurately predicted as “bad” debtors.  

First and fifth value for attribute Employment leads to attribute Credit amount. For 

example, “good (52.0/20.0)” mean that there are correctly classified 52 clients, who 

have negative current account balance, are employed and asked for credit 

amount more than 5866 DM, as good debtors. Other 20 clients are bad debtors who 

are inaccurately predicted as “good” debtors.  

Table 3 presents classification efficiency measures. Total number of instances is 

1000 and in this presented model 70% of instances is correctly classified.   

 

Table 3  

Classification efficiency measures 
 

 
Source: Authors’ work, Weka 

 

Table 4 presents confusion matrix for decision tree analysis. In models with class 

attribute and two modalities “good” and “bad”, one prediction could have four 

possible results: True positive (TP), True negative (TN), False negative (FN) and False 

positive (FP).  

Table 4 

Confusion Matrix for decision tree analysis  

 
Source: Authors’ work, Weka 

 

Results of the”Confusion Matrix” showed that 700 instances were correctly classified 

(642+58) and 300 (the rest, out of 1000) were incorrectly classified. More precisely, 

True positive has 642 clients who are really good debtors. True negative has 58 clients 

who are classified as “bad” debtors (300 clients are classified as “bad“ clients). False 

negative and False positive are wrong classifications. False negative presents 58 

clients who are inaccurately predicted as “bad” debtors, while False positive 

presents 242 clients who are inaccurately predicted as “good” debtors. 
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Conclusion 
According to the previous research we can conclude that there have been many 

positive changes in banking sector in the 21st century. Banking sector follow the new 

trends and development in information technology using advanced techniques, 

such as data mining.  In this paper the usage of Weka software for credit scoring was 

presented on the case study of German credit dataset. The hypothetical results 

indicate that there is higher number of clients classified as „good“, clients who are 

paying their credit on time. Results also indicate that those clients who have higher 

amount on their current account and who are working for longer period of time are 

better debtor. 
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